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Heather struggled against  her leather bonds,  wishing to scream but unable to because of  the
rawhide gag that cut into her mouth. She refused to believe that only hours ago she and her 18 year
old sister Beth were wrapped hotly in each other’s naked arms in the darkness of the wagon when
the savage raid began.

Their wet coupling had just concluded when the sounds of arrows hitting flesh started. The shrieking
terror throughout the encampment saw men killed and helpless young women seized and violently
raped in  the  open night  air  by  painted enraged savage Apache Indians  bent  on revenge and
bloodlust! Her last sight was of three well muscled braves holding down her helpless sister Beth.

~~~~

They bound her from the spokes of a wagon wheel and violently fucked the smooth teenage body
that Heather herself had enjoyed bring to a wet and juicy orgasm just moments before. The light of
the burning wagon played over her sister’s body revealing and then hiding the lines of her string
bikini as Heather watched in perverse fascination as a huge Indian cock and bloated balls struck at
her defenseless cunt.

Even as the distance widened as the horse she was flung across was guided into the darkness by her
own captor, Heather heard the scream of her sister as the savage finished shooting the second load
of lust enraged spunk into her. Her sister, unable to escape, became the depository for the young
brave’s battle enraged passion!

This sight, too terrible for Heather to comprehend, served to temporarily block out thoughts of her
own possible fate. As she realized her position, her mind raced in sudden terror not knowing why
her own tanned 19 year old blonde hard body was not now being likewise abused!

Moments past swiftly now it seemed as the group of savage horsemen rode into the night baring
their  prized  sacrifice.  Heather  first  noticed  that  the  raiding  party  included  Apache  women,
apparently themselves also participates in the evening’s carnage. From her lateral position across
the  horse,  the  young  blonde  beauty  watched  a  strangely  interesting  form  astride  the  horse
immediately to the left of one she was bound to.

The image of a beautiful Apache, roughly her own age she guessed, filled her widening eyes. The
female warrior was painted in red and blue war paint that did little to conceal her near naked form
covered only by a silver laced loin cloth that hug provocatively from tiny hip slung rawhide strings.
Her feathered head dress revealed a luxurious stock of long thick dark hair that ran past her tanned
shoulders.

The cantering of her pony sent repeated motion to the savage’s firm teenage breast globes that were
highlighted only with war paint and matching thimble sized silver nipple cups covering only the
distinctly erect points at the tips of her nipples! Heather felt a slight chill of the air as the beginnings
of a stir of mental arousal occurred in her.

She seemed unable to ignore the sight of the undulation of the smooth heavy tits which, like her
own, revealed the pattern of distinct small white triangular lines around the Indian girl’s hard silver
cupped nipples! The remaining portions of the savage’s deeply tanned body were punctuated only by
thin string lines swerving around her neck matching those etched down from high around her slim
hips. They descended to the edge of the swaying loin cloth, who’s motion would occasionally seem to
reveal the hint of the top corner of another white triangle moving further down into the darkness



between the squaw’s firm thighs!

Heather, herself dressed only in a filmy short top, began to imagine what might be framed between
the Indian bitch’s legs! Her momentary drift crashed back into devastating reality as she heard a
bloodcurdling wail come up from the war party, apparently to signal their victorious arrival as they
neared the Apache camp.

The young white girl could now plainly hear the rhythm of the war drums as they heralded the sight
of scores of Indian teepees lit by dozens of fires that played in the night. The party rode to the center
of camp and entered a huge circle of what appeared to be hundreds of painted Apaches.

As they dismounted, the savages threw Heather to the ground. She hit with a thud, causing an ear-
piercing yell to rise from the gathered tribe! In the exact center of the fire lit clearing the firm
captive girl immediately stunned to see a raised platform. It seemed to be almost an alter made from
stone and covered with animal hide blankets. From each of the corners were placed hard driven
spikes with dangling rawhide leather straps. She felt a wave of horror spread through her being.
This could only be a sacrifice ground and, oh God, she must be the night’s entertainment!

At once, three tall dark nearly naked Apache squaws savagely grabbed Heather and, dispute her
struggling, moved her towards the alter. As they moved their silver ankles bracelets twinkled and
their oiled and glistening teenage bodies strained to hold the struggling blonde!

As she thrashed, her filmy top tore revealing the pointed peaks of her tanned breasts and her
kicking legs occasionally parted far enough for her muscled ripping thighs to expose glimpses of her
lightly haired cunt! The Apache nation again shouted it’s approval of the contest as the war drums
pounded and the women approached the side of the alter.

The wildly terrified 19 year old was hauled on top of the animal skins and bound spread-eagle by
ankle and wrist with the shinny leather straps. As the three Apache bitches completed the restraint,
they stepped back to the roar of the tribe to hungrily gaze on the young fair haired prisoner’s
useless straining and trashing. It was, you see, going to be a most special ceremony! Only the most
savage, beautiful young battle proven Indian bitches would be allowed to torture and sacrifice this
special prize!

Heather gazed to the side towards the bitches, and then saw the vision approach her. It was the
gorgeous large breasted Apache slut that had teased her on horseback moments ago! She was
joining the other three squaws at the alter and by their reaction, Heather sensed that this nearly
naked blood-lusting horny cunt must be the female’s leader!

Her ripe bare teenage tits jiggled as she moved and the silver nipple cups that adorned their tips
glowed with the fire light. The evidence of her love of exhibition was apparent as she made no
attempt to conceal the sleek eccentric tanned triangle lines on her jutting naked breasts. It seemed
that she had gathered the low slug loincloth closer together in front so as to reveal her matching
distinct triangularly tanned dark haired cunt, which had been carefully trimmed to preserve a tight
wisp of dark pubic hair above an otherwise fully waxed bare pussy!

The Indian princess’ increasing lust was evidenced by a hint of wetness on the top of her well
muscled sleek thighs which lustered and seemed to stand out from her oiled and war painted body.
This bitch was in short, a wet dream!

As she drew closer, the long haired princess spoke to Heather in English. “YOU ARE NOW OUR
WHITE SACRIFICE TO CELEBRATE THIS GREAT VICTORY. YOUR YOUNGER SISTER SERVED
OUR BRAVES WELL.  YOU WILL NOW AROUSE THE APACHE WOMEN AND PLEASURE ME,



SHANNA, OR DIE A SLOW DEATH FOR OUR AMUSEMENT!” With that  Shanna removed the
rawhide gag from Heather’s mouth and the crowd was treated to a prolonged scream from the 19
year old!

The Apache princess grabbed the gorgeous blonde’s face and bent to place her moist lips directly on
Heather’s. After a moment of futile struggling, the terrified captive stopped screaming into the open
clinging mouth of the savage bitch and tentatively allowed the probing tip of the Indian’s hot tongue
meat to touch hers. As she began the kiss, Shanna opened her eyes briefly to drink in the sight of the
youthful flesh she was about to rape.

Heather’s savagely spread position caused the muscles in her upper legs and arms to strain hotly
displaying the contour of her appendages. Her body, like her sister Beth’s, had been no stranger to a
string bikini and the golden brown complication of her skin starkly contrasted the slutty high laid
string lines that  began at  the tiny pale  triangle barely  concealing her  cunt  mound and clung
provocatively to the high flare of her sleek tanned hips as they met her hipline.

Heather’s pierced left nipple bore a small golden ring which complimented her long sun bleached
blonde hair and matching tight sparse partially shaved tuff of fine fringe adorning the upper portions
of her young protruding cunt mound. Shanna again closed her eyes as the image of this stunning
prize burned in her mind and only served to enrage the smoldering lust that was born of her witness
and direction of the multiple rape of this girl’s sister and several of the other ripe teen victims
present in the wagon train. This Apache bitch loved the violence and the spectacle and often took
scalps or other prizes to remember her victims.

Tonight, she began to hope, this beautiful white girl would become a willing whore to the deviated
pleasures that her warrior women demanded to satisfy their raunchy tastes. If so, perhaps this
tanned young white slave might live to pleasure her bazaar needs again! If not her end would be the
ultimate in sexual carnage! The kiss continued and the gorgeous prisoner began to yield to a familiar
and raising heat that would occur with her touch of a beautiful woman.

Dispute her fears of the beating war drums and the eyes of the lusting Apaches, Heather was
beginning to sense a growing intensity developing in her loins. As if a sexual lighting strike, the
Indian’s silver tipped nipples brushed against the neck, left shoulder, and finally the gold ringed firm
breast of the blonde.

The contact lasted only seconds but speeded the slow smolder of the captive. Shanna’s tanned tits
were large and solid, but as she bent over Heather the weight of the downward hanging globes
developed their own momentum and caused a back and forth brush that simultaneously turned on
both women!

With rising heat apparent in both, Shanna noticed the beginnings of a fine bead of sweat developing
over the naked body of her captive. The young bitch was starting to react! Her hands and legs were
fully  bound  with  the  shinny  leather  straps,  but  a  slightly  detectable  rotation  was  starting  in
Heather’s hips as the white string bikini tanlines began to slightly ungulate.

The kiss ended and the Apache’s blood was boiling! She quickly licked the closed eyes of the blonde
teen and ran her hot tongue meat along the side of Heather’s face and upper neck as the three
savage Apache bitches closed in to view the spectacle. The women knew each other’s needs as the
first two sluts leaned against the alter and started to hotly soul kiss and finger each other’s naked
bare dripping cunt!

The sight of the desperately rutting warriors only inches from the princess’ prisoner in turn set off



forbidden visual lust in both Heather and Shanna. The spectacle continued as the blazing ceremonial
fires lit the painted tanned bitches for the devouring eyes of the Apache war tribe!

Already women in the large circle who were dressed only in beads, ornamental silver waist chains
bearing their knives and slutty near transparent knit loin cloths, began jerking cunts widely spread
in the direction of the teenage blonde bound helplessly to the alter. The rising sound of the war
drums beat a rhythm that guided the long slender middle fingers as they raped into their own slim
tight hips.

The women’s long blood red nails were swallowed by their hungry shaved cunt holes as moans
punctuated  the  night!  Tanned  thighs  spread  throughout  the  circle  as  white  hot  Indian  cunts
desperately sought pleasure from the mouths and fingers of Apache she warriors next to them!

Orgasm spread throughout the circle and Shanna, poised over the now writhing captive, scanned the
fire lit and drum driven circle of her lustful blood thirsty savage bitches as they intermingled with
hot female flesh everywhere. Apache women were hotly crying to each other and began to beg for
more perversion from the alter!

As long red nailed fingers continued to rape hip, the wet smacking sound of freshly opened bare
cunt was everywhere! Screams of “DO ME BITCH!” or “MAKE ME BLOW MY CUNT LOAD!” and
“JACK MY SHAVED HOLE OFF!” were heard through the sweaty circle of young exploding cunt
meat.

Cunt holes contracted and blew open as waves of scalding hot female cum syrup streamed down
grossly flung open teen thighs pointed as in worship to the large titted blonde cunt being used and
terrorized  for  their  eye’s  enjoyment!  Being  the  hungry  selfish  cunts  they  were,  the  ultimate
demonstration of perverted wild lust was demanded by the Indian squaws as they crested… the
white slave girl must gang fuck the male dog pack!

Shanna, sensing her women’s needs, ordered the sultry nearly naked warrior near her to leash the
dogs from their pen and tie them to the spikes on all sides of the alter. The rich smell of blowing
cunt had already reached the now desperate dogs that were uncontrollably howling and pushing at
their pen.

Shanna, knowing any moment this gorgeous 19 year old blonde hard body might be torn to pieces,
yearned to sixty-nine this young bitch before she wound up like her sister! Pivoting up on the alter;
the savage princess ripped the front of her silver loin cloth off leaving only the rawhide hip strings
supporting her dagger. As they mounted, both women’s hungry eyes were gorged with the nasty
sexiness of  viewing the other’s  near bare soaked tan-lined cunt-hole gapping and rhythmically
contracting, starving for the hungry rape of each other’s snaking tongues!

The heavily tanned globes of the steaming Apache touched and then bored into the upper abdomen
of Heather as Shanna’s full weight fell on the bound white girl. Her red dagger like finger nails
spread the helpless prisoner’s tanned pussy to make way for the meat hungry face and tongue of the
string bikini tanned Indian. As bodies connected Heather was also treated to a descending view of
the Apache’s bare tanned hole now pulsating in rhythm to the insistent war drums.

Thick clear pungent goo preceded the cunt to face contact as the desperately hot Apache pushed
downward to force the contact! Heather’s eye makeup was first to receive the syrupy on slot. As the
goo continued from the Apache warrior bitches’ snatch, it began to roll down her beautiful tanned
freckled face and spread to her now gapping hungry mouth. So much thick discharge blew from the
Indian slut that it quickly spread across Heather’s now wildly flung out sun blonde hair. Big runny



streams of girl cum drenched the darkly tanned nineteen year old.

The girl thrust her head from side to side, both to breath and to hotly rape her hard broad tongue
meat into the Apache’s cunt hole. More fast blowing cunt jism showered the starving blonde’s face,
mouth,  nose,  eyes,  and now partially  soaked her straight sun blonde hair.  The jutting tops of
Heather’s string bikini lined pointed tits thrust madly against Shanna’s now slippery belly.

The Apache’s large tanned downward hanging breast bottoms mashed wantonly into the up pointed
bottoms of Heather wreathing tits. Her left nipple’s small pierced gold ring cut into the heaving
bottom of the savage Indian’s under tits and the pain set her off for more!

Reaching up to her own heaving tanned meat globes mashed into the other girl’s abdomen, the
Apache cunt violently ripped the silver nipple cups off their flesh to experience the longing to pump
the rock hard three quarter inch goose bumped nipples into her lover’s body! Her war dagger
bouncing in it’s sheath on her string bikini marked hip, Shanna slashed at the leather bond holding
Heather’s left hand.

Freeing it rapidly, she thrust the blonde’s groping red nailed hand to around her left hard pointed
breast and screamed “PUMP MY TITS! SQUEEZE THE NIPPLE TILL IT BLOWS! MAKE IT HURT!
MILK ME…MILK ME! TREAT ME LIKE YOUR BITCH! RIP YOUR NAILS OVER MY BREASTS! TAKE
MY NIPPLE OFF!”

As the hot red nails punctured the savage Apache’s left nipple and sliced off the top layer of hard
flesh she screamed again and blew a violent load from deep within her cervix down the superheated
birth canal and out to the pumping outer lips of her cunt! So powerful was her load blown that gooey
massively shot globs of clear Indian maiden jism streaked with bits of blood gagged the savagely
hungry mouth of the white slave!

Heather’s muffled words were spit out between mouthfuls. “OH GOD! BLOW THAT INDIAN LOAD
DOWN MY THROAT YOU FUCKING SLUT! GIVE IT ALL TO ME! I’LL TAKE IT ALL! PUMP THE
GIRL JIZZ TO ME YOU APACHE WHORE! I’LL TAKE YOUR NIPPLE WHILE I SWALLOW YOUR
CUNT HOLE’S GOO! MORE! MORE! I WANT IT ALL! I NEED IT ALL! LET ME BLOW YOUR HOT
APACHE CUNT!!” With that, the Indian and white sluts both collapsed into each other.

Shanna, nearly unconscious, first moaned and then truly did pass out. Heather was still blowing the
sloppy end of her cunt load all over the unconscious Apache whore’s face and swollen tongue which
hung limp from Shanna’s gapping open downward pointed mouth! She felt the inside of her own left
palm…to sense the feel of Shauna’s parted nipple tip! She had just taken her first prize…she was
becoming a savage herself!

Seconds past and the Apache slut regained consciousness. By that point the giant circle of Indian
women  were  screaming  for  more!  Many  were  still  violently  jerking  off  and  some  pausing  in
afterglow. The delirious women heard a muffled scream from the dog pen! It was the horrified wail
of the hot seventeen year old Shanna had ordered to get the dogs! Apparently the smell of rutting
Indian pussy had been too much for the large pack of German Shepherds and when the teenager
opened the pen gate, the lead dog flung himself at the surprised young savage!

All though she had been captured at fifteen by Sioux warriors and repeatedly and brutally gang
raped, nothing in her life could prepare her for this! The tawny skinned Apache girl fell backwards
to the ground as the lead Shepherd pounced on her firm body. Her long tight muscled legs were
thrust apart partly by the fall and partly by the beast’s strength.

As she screamed again in terror,  she quickly  realized that  all  that  was standing between the



straining rigid  dog cock and her  steamy,  well  masturbated shaved cunt  mound was her  near
transparent hip slung loin cloth! The uncontrollable beast had just started his assault as nine other
equally impassioned dogs bolted past them in hot pursuit of human cunt!

The savage pack moved swiftly towards the circle and the alter within. The lead Shepherd was by
now ramming his enraged animal cock up on the horrified teenage Apache! She felt the steel hard
rod pushing between the shadowy crevice that was created where her left thigh joined her body.

As the rape continued, her loin cloth began to rip! The stiff seven inch animal prick was coming
closer to her naked tanned mound with every passing second as the young girl heard the screaming
sound of the first of the human cunts being attacked beyond her! At that second, the horny lead
Shepherd succeeded in tearing the rest of her loin cloth away with his sharp rear claws. The teenage
girl was left helpless as she had been two years ago when the Sioux war party had raped her on the
badlands!

She monetarily flashed back to the seven savage warriors that had repeatedly fucked her mouth and
cunt hole. She thought she would never survive, but after haven taken the first four sets of renegade
dicks and balls her overused young hole had begun to give in. In the end over the next hours she had
nakedly serviced each of the seven warriors several times.

Her cunt hole had run white with gooey Sioux warrior spunk and her throat and lips blew wad after
wad of scalding hot ball juice form deep within the young warriors! In the end, she was raping the
teenage braves as hard as they her, as she found the limit of humiliation and allowed herself to cross
the violent line of craving rape!

Her mind snapped back to reality as she felt the hot dog drool preceded the large panting tongue as
it sought to scrape along her large tanned upturned breasts. The young Apache slut shifted in a
attempt to throw the dog off her thrashing teen body, but this only resulted in the dog’s hips finally
finding the center of her long naked spread thighs! She looked down in horror to see the dark furry
body of the dog pressed face to face against her, and felt the snaking spine on the animal drive the
red swelling dog cock and balls rapidly across her naked tanned cunt mound.

The dog thrust again and again with no technique simply trying to find and embed his burning dick
into the inside of the human cunt tube. He continued and six times rapidly thrust his hot cock down
the middle of the teenage crack, by now uncontrollably aroused by the fraction. Each thrust skinned
the dog prick back further and mixed the dog’s throbbing rape organ with more of the seventeen-
year-old’s flowing pussy juice!

The girl gazed transfixed as she watched the angry animal meat slap forward through her bare split
open cunt. She leaned back slightly and spread her tanned long muscled warrior legs and waited for
the moment for the burning dripping cock to find its way inside for the first time!

She felt each stroke. She was treated to a new sensation as the heavy low slung jism bags wetly
slapped against the underside of her tight young ass and cunt were the slim string bikini thong
tanline began to disappear back between her now soaking wet ass crack! She grabbed her firm huge
nippled breasts and began to squeeze and roughly kneed her tanned tit globes, as she had now
decided there was no escape and the only way out, as she had learned from the Sioux warrior gang
rape, was to submit to her male completely and pleasure him in anyway possible!

Her tit masturbation served to heat the young Apache slut to a fever pitch, as she grabbed and
roughly pinched her pointed huge teenage nipples skyward! The huge round aureoles where swollen
and goose pimpled as her slim tight bikini tanned naked hips began to move and fuck the raping



German Shepherd back. Her third wanton hip stroke captured the head of the dog dick in her gooey
nakedly wide open cunt hole and lunged him in balls deep!

The raping animal, not aware of his bitch’s dark desires, lunged as deep as he could to enjoy all of
the seven inches of her clinging cunt tube he could violate. He was rewarded with a slurpy wet deep
pussy contraction that caused the sensitive inner boiling teenage cunt flesh to drop load after load of
adolescence goo from within her pounding cervix and spasming pussy mouth. Her inner cunt mouth
was blowing his stiff dog fuckrod with the constant contractions of her tight young pussy muscles
joined by the heavily flowing scalding deep inner cunt jizz!

She was rewarded by the enviable… his dog prick began grossly swelling around the collar behind
the head. This she sensed met only one thing… she was permanently mated to this huge panting
German Shepherd until he repeatedly blew his nuts deeply in her teenage womb!

Her slim middle finger was deeply imbedded in the dog’s hot clinging rectum as she desperately
searched with her nail for the hound’s prostrate. Her left hand meanwhile was slipping past her
slutty bikini lined hips on her way to simultaneously massage his bloated scum bags as they swung
heavily into the gapping open mouth of her teen cunt. She had the dog now… and she wanted to pull
him all the way in!

As her slim finger danced in the steamy channel of the dog’s asshole, the wanton Apache bitch
began to speak to the dog rapier and was clearly heard by nearby warrior women deep into their
own exploding finger fucks of their own slim hips! The teenager screamed to her rapist as he thrust
the swollen knobbed prickhead up her birth canal and she really went to work on his inner bowels
with her slim middle finger. “GIVE ME THE FIRST DOGGY LOAD! SHOOT MY HOT CUNT HOLE
FULL OF YOUR PUPPY JUICE! BLOW YOUR HOT DOG SEED DEEP IN MY WOMB! SHOOT ME
FULL OF YOUR ANIMAL SPUNK BABY! SHOOT IT!! SHOOOT IT NOW!! KNOCK ME UP YOU
FUCKING BASTARD! I WANT TO TAKE YOUR PUPPIES WHILE I GET MY NUT!!”

With that her fingernail’s pressure on his prostate became just too intense and his burning hard fuck
rod blew long white sticky ribbons of clingy dog spunk deep though her gapping swollen cunt mouth
and up her canal to the hungry cervix deep in her womb!

She screamed as he shot and cried out, “DO ME YOU FUCKER! BALL YOUR APACHE SLUT NOW!
BLOW THE DOGGIE WAD INTO MY HOT WOMB! RAPE YOUR PUPPIES INTO MY GUT! I’M
COMING RIGHT IN YOUR POOL OF SPUNK!!!”

As she continued to shoot her girl jism all over the head of the locked up prick, she began to
fantasize about being knocked up by him! How her breasts would swell and her stomach too as she
felt the hot life he was raping into her!! She drove her middle finger again deep into his asshole and
begged for it to happen again!

The sweaty, glistening war painted Indian whore was rewarded once more as she felt his sack
balloon and the piss hole inside her womb belched another series of ropy dog sperm! “AH YES
LOVER, DRILL THE PUPPIES TO ME. I WANT THIS TIME TO BE IT!! BLOW YOUR HOT DOG
SPERM UP ME! USE ME, HURT ME, KILL ME WITH YOUR JIZZ!! PULL OUT AND TEAR ME UP
WITH YOUR HOT SPURTING DOG DICK! I WANT TO BE AN ANIMAL WHORE! RAPE OFF MY HOT
BIKINI TANNED APACHE WOMB!! PUMP THAT WHITE ROPY SHIT UP MY GUTS! SHOOT A
LITTER IN ME!! YES!! YESEESSSSS! FORCE ME! FORCE ME!! MAKE ME TAKE… YES! YES! THE
HOT LITTER.  GIVE ME YOUR HOT BABY GOO!  GIVE IT  TO ME!  EH… EH… EH… EHHH…
EEEHH… YES! YEEESSSS!! AAAAHHHHH…”



With that the panting growling German Shepherd yanked back on his knobby head and torn out of
the teenager’s abused cunt. Unable to walk, she slowly crawled on her paw scratched stomach
toward Shanna and Heather in the middle of the camp. Women screamed and pointed to the teenage
Apache’s tight rear end that clearly displayed the small string thong marks left by her string bikini
on her tanned muscled ass.

The squaws were horrified to see that as she crawled toward them, a continuous bloody trail of milky
white animal spunk flowed from between her tight partly tanned ass cheeks all over the night
ground. As the young Apache reached the first spread animal blanket and turned over, the older
warrior women were treated to the sight of her bruised and cut tits, nipples chewed almost beyond
recognition done by the evil dog in the height of the seventeen-year-old’s surrender to the rape!

The teen was now a full warrior woman as even now the sperm inside her began to work…


